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Abstract

We propose SDFDiff, a novel approach for image-based shape optimization using differentiable rendering of 3D shapes represented by signed distance functions (SDFs). Compared to other representations, SDFs have the advantage that they can represent shapes with arbitrary topology, and that they guarantee watertight surfaces. We apply our approach to the problem of multi-view 3D reconstruction, where we achieve high reconstruction quality and can capture complex topology of 3D objects. In addition, we employ a multi-resolution strategy to obtain a robust optimization algorithm. We further demonstrate that our SDF-based differentiable renderer can be integrated with deep learning models, which opens up options for learning approaches on 3D objects without 3D supervision. In particular, we apply our method to single-view 3D reconstruction and achieve state-of-the-art results.

1. Introduction

The “vision as inverse graphics” or “inverse rendering” strategy has long been attractive as a conceptual framework to solve inverse problems such as recovering shape or appearance models from images. In this analysis-by-synthesis approach, the goal is to reproduce given input images by synthesizing them using an image formation model, possibly including shape, appearance, illumination, and camera parameters. Solving this problem implies finding suitable model parameters (shape, appearance, illumination, camera) that describe the underlying scene. While conceptually simple, this approach can be challenging to use in practice, because it requires a suitable parameterization of a powerful image formation model, and effective numerical techniques to solve the resulting optimization problem. Recently, automatic differentiation has attracted renewed attention to implement differentiable renderers or image formation models that can be used in gradient-based optimization techniques. In particular, it is attractive to combine differentiable rendering with neural networks to solve highly ill-posed inverse problems, such as single-view 3D reconstruction.

In this paper, we advocate using signed distance fields (SDFs) in a differentiable image formation model because they have several advantages over other geometry representations. In contrast to triangle meshes, the surface topology is not fixed in SDFs and can adapt to the actual scene topology during optimization. Point clouds can also represent arbitrary topologies but they do not provide continuous surface reconstructions. Instead, SDFs inherently represent continuous, watertight surfaces, which are required for downstream applications such as 3D printing and physics-based simulation. In addition, SDFs can easily be used in a multi-resolution framework, which is important to avoid undesired local minima during optimization.

The main contribution of our paper is SDFDiff, a differentiable renderer based on ray-casting SDFs. Our renderer is integrated with a deep learning framework such that it can be combined with neural networks to learn how to solve highly ill-posed inverse problems. Finally, we provide an effective multi-resolution strategy to improve the robustness of gradient-based optimization. We demonstrate the usefulness of our approach using several application studies, including multi-view 3D reconstruction and learning-based single-view 3D reconstruction. Our results demonstrate the advantages of SDFs over other surface representations.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We introduce a differentiable renderer based on ray-casting SDFs, and we describe an implementation that is integrated into a standard deep learning framework. Advantages of using SDFs for differentiable rendering and shape optimization include that we can adapt the topology freely, and that the resulting shapes are guaranteed to consist of watertight surfaces.

- We present results of a multi-view 3D reconstruction approach using shape optimization via differentiable rendering. Using a multi-resolution approach, our gradient-descent optimization reliably converges...
to high quality solutions. Our approach is able to reconstruct geometry with high level of detail and complex topology, even with few input views.

- We leverage the SDF-based differentiable renderer to train deep neural networks to perform single-view 3D shape reconstruction without 3D supervision. We demonstrate the advantages of our approach by recovering accurate 3D shapes with arbitrary topology.

2. Related Work

**Signed Distance Functions.** A distance function is a level set representation [39, 42] that, at each point in 3D, stores the distance to the closest point on the 3D surface. Signed distance fields (SDFs) [8] store a signed distance to distinguish between the inside and outside of objects. SDFs are often discretized using uniform voxel grids [35, 38]. Compared to meshes or parametric surfaces, the implicit surface representation [32, 6] of SDFs has the advantage that it can represent arbitrary topologies. In contrast to point clouds, SDFs always represent watertight surfaces. SDFs recently started attracting interest for shape analysis via deep learning. DeepSDF [41] was proposed to learn continuous SDF representation of a class of shapes. Similarly, deep level sets [33] were introduced as an end-to-end trainable model that directly predicts implicit surfaces of arbitrary topology. However, these methods require 3D supervision during training, such as pairs of 3D coordinates and their corresponding SDF values [41], or voxel occupancy maps [33].

**Learning-based 3D Reconstruction.** Reconstructing 3D models from 2D images is a classic problem in computer vision. Compared to traditional multi-view stereo and shading-based approaches [46], learning-based 3D reconstruction can achieve impressive performance even with very few input views. Deep learning models for 3D shape understanding have been proposed for different kinds of 3D representations, including multiple views [13, 14], point clouds [52, 18], triangle meshes [27, 28], voxel grids [54, 50], and signed distance functions (SDFs) [41]. However, most learning-based methods [51, 49, 10, 1, 7, 19, 23] require 3D supervision. Although some methods [4, 16] do not require supervised learning, they are often limited by specific settings, such as restricted lighting conditions or annotation of object orientation. In contrast, predicting 3D shapes with differentiable renderers [25, 18, 19, 34, 29, 37] has recently attracted increasing attention as it enables 3D reconstruction without 3D supervision, that is, by optimizing neural networks only using images as training data.

**Differentiable Rendering** Voxel-based differentiable renderers [50, 11, 17, 20, 54, 12, 55, 53, 36] first drew attention performing volumetric ray marching, however, they are limited to low-resolution voxel grids. To render SDFs we use sphere tracing, also used in scene representation networks (SRNs) [48]. SRNs learn how to sphere trace novel views, but cannot produce full 3D shapes in a single step. They do not reconstruct a view independent shape representation and focus more on novel view synthesis rather than 3D watertight surface reconstruction, which is our goal. Starting with Loper and Black's OpenDR [30], much recent work focused on mesh-based differentiable renderers [16, 40]. Kato et al. [21] proposed a neural 3D mesh renderer with hand-designed gradients. Paparazzi [27] employed analytically computed gradients to adjust the location of vertices. Similarly, SoftRas [28] assigned each pixel to all faces of a mesh in a probabilistic rasterization framework. Although these methods enable to learn 3D mesh reconstruction without 3D supervision, they are restricted to a fixed, usually spherical mesh topology. Many of these mesh-based rendering approaches are differentiable with respect to geometry [4, 21, 30, 26, 9, 45, 28], lighting models [5], textures [26, 44, 2], or materials [44, 31, 2]. Mesh-based differentiable rendering [43, 25] has also been applied to real images, although current results are rather limited and applying differentiable rendering for real photographs remains an open challenge as it requires a comprehensive global illumination model.

Differentiable rendering has also been applied to Monte Carlo ray tracing [25] and point cloud rendering [19, 34]. Insafutdinov et al. [18] proposed a point cloud-based differentiable renderer with visibility modeling by conducting orthogonal projection on voxelized 3D space holding the point cloud. Surface splatting [52] was employed to model the visibility in point cloud rendering. Although point clouds can be easily acquired using range sensing technology, such as Microsoft Kinect and LIDAR, they do not explicitly represent topology and require post-processing to produce watertight surfaces. Concurrent works [29, 37] proposed differentiable rendering based on SDFs and on occupancy networks, further improving the quality of 3D reconstruction.

3. Overview

We propose a novel approach for image-based 3D shape optimization by leveraging SDFs as the geometric representation to perform differentiable rendering. Given a set of parameters $\Theta$ representing the geometry description, lighting model, camera position, etc, a renderer $R$ can be written as a forward operator that produces an image $I$ by computing $I = R(\Theta)$. In contrast, optimizing geometry and other scene parameters from images is a backward process. Given a desired target image $I$, our goal is to get the set of parameters $\Theta = R^{-1}(I)$ that produces the target image. The rendering process itself is not invertible. Hence, instead of solving the inverse rendering problem directly, we
can formulate it as an energy minimization problem,

\[ \Theta^* = \arg \min_{\Theta} L_{\text{img}}(R(\Theta), I) \]  

(1)

where \( L_{\text{img}} \) is a loss function measuring the distance between the target image and the rendered image from the 3D object. In practice, the loss is typically accumulated over multiple target images. Getting the desired parameters \( \Theta^* \) is equivalent to minimizing the loss \( L \). While all rendering parameters including geometry, illumination, camera pose, and surface appearance could in theory be recovered from images this way, we focus on shape optimization in this paper and assume the other parameters are known. To enable this way, we focus on shape optimization in this paper.

SDF samples. This step is implemented using an automatic differentiation framework to obtain the derivatives. There are two main computational steps. First, we identify the eight samples nearest to the surface intersection need to be differentiable. Therefore, our approach proceeds in two stages: first, we apply sphere tracing to identify the eight samples nearest to the surface intersection. This step is not differentiable. Second, we locally compute the pixel color based on the local set of SDF samples. This step is implemented using an automatic differentiation framework to obtain the derivatives.

While differentiable ray marching of voxel grids has been used before [54, 55, 36], these approaches are based on voxel opacities, given by binary variables or continuous occupancy probabilities. In these cases ray marching through the entire volume needs to be differentiated because all voxels along a ray may influence the corresponding pixel.

### Sphere Tracing

We perform ray casting via sphere tracing [15] in the first stage by starting from the ray origin, and evaluating the SDF using trilinear interpolation to find the minimum distance from the current point on the ray to the object. Then we move along the ray by that distance. Moving along the ray by the minimum distance to the object guarantees that we will never move across the boundary of the object, while allowing us to make a possibly large step towards the surface. We repeat this process until we reach the surface of the object, that is, until the SDF value at our current position on the ray is small enough, or until we leave the bounding box of the object. While the efficiency of sphere tracing can be improved by increasing the step size [29], we implemented sphere tracing directly in CUDA without support for automatic differentiation. Hence, the computation cost of this step is negligible in our approach.

### Differentiable Shading

In the second stage, we compute the pixel color as a function of the local SDF samples that define the SDF at the intersection point, as determined by the first stage. These computations are implemented in a framework that supports automatic differentiation, allowing us to easily obtain the derivatives of the pixel. For each pixel, the input consists of the light and camera parameters, and the eight SDF samples closest to the ray-surface intersection point. The computations include: getting the intersection point and the surface normal at the intersection point as a function of the trilinear basis coefficients (i.e., the eight SDF samples), and evaluating a shading model.

To take into account the dependence of the pixel value on the ray-surface intersection point, we express the intersection point as a function of the eight local SDF samples. Let us denote the local SDF values by \( d_0, \ldots, d_7 \), the current position on the ray (obtained from the ray casting stage) by \( s \in \mathbb{R}^3 \), and the unit ray direction by \( v \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). To express the intersection point as a function of \( d_0, \ldots, d_7 \), we use the same approximation as in the ray casting stage, that is, the approximate intersection is

\[ p(d_0, \ldots, d_7) = s + \text{trilinear}(d_0, \ldots, d_7; s)v \]

where \( \text{trilinear}(d_0, \ldots, d_7; s) \) is the trilinear interpolation of the SDF at location \( s \) and considered as a function of \( d_0, \ldots, d_7 \). This approximation is conservative in the sense that it is accurate only if the SDF represents a plane that is perpendicular to the ray direction \( v \). Otherwise, \( p(d_0, \ldots, d_7) \) is guaranteed not to cross the true intersection along the ray.

As an alternative to our conservative approximation, one could express the intersection point exactly as the solution of the intersection of the ray \( s + tv \) and the local trilinear interpolation of the SDF. That is, we could express the solution of

\[ \text{trilinear}(d_0, \ldots, d_7; s + tv) = 0 \]

with respect to \( t \in \mathbb{R} \) as a function of \( d_0, \ldots, d_7 \). However, this involves finding roots of a cubic polynomial, and we found that our much simpler approach works more robustly in practice.
To evaluate a shading model, we need the surface normal at the intersection point \( p(d_0, \ldots, d_7) \). Considering that the surface normal corresponds to the gradient of the SDF, we first compute gradients at the grid vertices using central finite differencing, and then trilinearly interpolate them at the intersection point \( p(d_0, \ldots, d_7; s) \). In summary, this leads to an expression of the normal at the intersection point as a function of SDF coefficients within an \( 4 \times 4 \times 4 \) neighborhood around the intersection (because of central finite differencing). Surface normals are normalized after trilinear interpolation. Finally, in our current implementation we evaluate a simple diffuse shading model.

**Implementation.** We implemented SDF ray casting using CUDA to leverage the computational power of GPUs. Differentiable shading is implemented with the Pytorch library, which supports automatic differentiation and allows seamless integration of the renderer with neural network training. Pytorch also leverages the GPU, and our implementation directly accesses the output of the ray casting stage that is stored in GPU memory, avoiding any unnecessary memory transfers. Our code is available at https://github.com/YueJiang-nj/CVPR2020-SDFDiff.

5. Multi-view 3D Reconstruction

In this section we describe how to perform multi-view 3D reconstruction using our differentiable renderer. This is a proof of concept, where we assume known camera poses, illumination, and surface appearance, and we only optimize over the 3D shape represented by the SDF. Our inputs are synthetically rendered images from a fixed set of camera poses. We set the camera poses to point from the center of each face and edge, and from each vertex of the object bounding box towards its center, where the bounding box is a cube. Since the cube has 6 faces, 8 vertices, and 12 edges, we obtain 26 camera poses in total. Figure 1 shows the input images we used to reconstruct the bunny in our experiments. In addition, we initialize the SDF to a sphere.

5.1. Energy Function

For simplicity we choose the \( L_2 \) distance between the rendered and the target images as our image-based loss, that is \( L_{\text{img}}(R(\Theta), I) = ||R(\Theta) - I||^2 \). The loss is summed over all target views. In this proof of concept scenario, the optimization parameters \( \Theta \) include only the SDF values, as we assume the other rendering parameters are known. Minimizing the image-based loss by optimizing SDF values requires differentiable rendering, where we compute the gradient of the image loss w.r.t. the SDF values as in Section 4.

In addition, we impose a regularization loss that ensures that the SDF values \( \Theta \) represent a valid signed distance function, that is, its gradient should have unit magnitude. Writing the SDF represented by \( \Theta \) as a function \( f(x; \Theta) \), where \( x \) is a point in 3D, the regularization loss is

\[
L_{\text{reg}} = \int ||1 - ||\nabla f(x; \Theta)||^2||^2dx
\]

In practice, we obtain the gradients via finite differencing and we compute a discrete sum over the SDF grid vertices.

5.2. Iterative Optimization

We apply gradient descent optimization using ADAM [22] to iteratively optimize our SDF to match the target images. Compared to straightforward gradient descent, ADAM is more robust and faster in convergence. In addition, we accelerate convergence by greedily selecting a single view in each gradient descent step to compute the gradient, similar to active mini batch sampling. The intuition is that some parts of the 3D model may have more complex structures so it is more difficult to optimize SDF values using some views than others. Different views may incur image losses of varying magnitude, and we should focus on the views with large losses to make sure all parts of the object can be well-reconstructed. Our approach first calculates the average loss for all the camera views from the result of the previous iteration. If a loss for a view is greater than the average loss, then during the current iteration, we update the SDF until the loss for this view is less than the average (with max. 20 updates). For the other views, we update the SDF five times. If one update increases the loss, then we switch to the next view directly. We stop our optimization process when the loss is smaller than a given tolerance or the step length is too small.

Reconstructing high-resolution 3D objects is challenging because gradient descent takes many iterations to eliminate low frequency errors. Therefore, we apply a coarse-to-fine multi-resolution approach. We start by initializing the SDF grid at a resolution of \( 8^3 \) to the SDF of a sphere. We then iterate between performing gradient descent optimization as described above, and increasing the grid resolution. We in-
crease the resolution simply by performing trilinear interpolation and stop at a resolution of $64^3$.

To further improve the efficiency of the multiresolution scheme, we choose an appropriate image resolution for rendering corresponding to the SDF resolution at each resolution level. We determine the appropriate resolution by ensuring that a sphere with a radius equivalent to the grid spacing, and placed at the corner of the bounding box of the SDF furthest from the camera, has a projected footprint of at most the size of a $2 \times 2$ pixel block.

5.3. Experimental Results

Qualitative Results. We compare our results with DSS [52], which is a differentiable renderer for point clouds based on surface splatting [56]. We let both systems deform a sphere to fit the target object given as input. When running DSS, we adopt the same settings used in their original experiments: the system randomly selects 12 from a set of 26 views of the target in each optimization cycle, and optimizes for up to 16 cycles. We experimented with different numbers of 3D points and report the best result. For SDFDiff we use our optimization technique from Section 5.2 using the same set of 26 views. Figure 2 shows the comparison between SDFDiff and DSS. DSS cannot recover geometric details as accurately as SDFDiff.

DSS also compare our result with SMVS [24, 47], which is a state-of-the-art shading-aware multi-view 3D reconstruction approach. We use the default settings, and provide 1000 randomly sampled views of the dragon rendered by our SDF renderer as input. Note that SMVS automatically recovers camera parameters from the input images and estimates surface albedo and illumination, hence the comparison is not entirely fair. As shown in Figure 2, however, even with a large number of input views the SMVS output can be overly smooth and lack details. SMVS may also fail with fewer views due to inaccurate camera pose estimation. In contrast, SDFDiff can obtain better results using only 26 views (with known camera poses, albedo, and illumination).

Quantitative Results. Table 1 compares the symmetric Hausdorff distance between ground truth and reconstructed meshes for torus, bunny and dragon. SMVS could not reconstruct torus and bunny because camera pose estimation failed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Ours</th>
<th>DSS [52]</th>
<th>SMVS [24, 47]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torus</td>
<td>0.015637</td>
<td>0.035398</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunny</td>
<td>0.026654</td>
<td>0.109432</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dragon</td>
<td>0.074723</td>
<td>0.179456</td>
<td>0.097816</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of the symmetric Hausdorff distance between ground truth and reconstructed meshes for torus, bunny and dragon. SMVS could not reconstruct torus and bunny because camera pose estimation failed.

5.4. Parameter Study

Initial Resolution. Figure 3 shows the impact of the initial resolution in our multi-resolution scheme. We fix the number of multi-resolution steps and our target resolution being 64, and then set the initial resolution to be 8, 16, 32, and 48 respectively. We find that a lower initial resolution can reconstruct qualitatively better 3D shapes because it more robustly captures large scale structures.
Number of Multi-Resolution Steps. Figure 4 shows that given fixed initial (init_res=8) and target (target_res=64) resolutions, adding more multi-resolution steps can give us better results. In particular, single-resolution optimization (1 step) cannot reconstruct the object successfully, further justifying our multi-resolution setup.

Image Resolution. Figure 5 shows that image resolution does not significantly affect the quality of the results, where we use images with various resolutions for optimization.

Noisy Data. As shown in Figure 6, when some noise is added to target images or camera poses, our approach can still maintain its robustness.


In the following experiments, we leverage SDFDiff to train a neural network to perform single-view 3D reconstruction without 3D supervision. We use the same dataset as [21, 28], which includes 13 categories of objects from ShapeNet [3]. Each object has 24 rendered images from different views at 64 × 64 resolution. We use the same train/val/test sets on the same dataset as in [21, 28, 54], and the standard reconstruction metric, i.e., 3D intersection over union (IoU) [28] for quantitative comparisons.

Network. Our network contains two parts as shown in Figure 7. The first part is an Encoder-Decoder network which takes images as input and outputs coarse SDF results. The second part is a refiner network to further improve the quality of the 3D reconstruction results. The network is trained on all the 3D shapes in the dataset simultaneously.

Loss Function. In addition to the energy function as shown in Section 5.1 containing the $L^2$ image-based loss $\mathcal{L}_{img}$ and the SDF loss $\mathcal{L}_{reg}$ ensuring the SDF values represent a valid signed distance function, we also add a geometry loss $\mathcal{L}_{geo}$ that regularizes the finite difference Laplacian of the predicted SDFs to obtain smooth outputs. Furthermore, we use a narrow band technique to control the effects of the SDF and Laplacian losses since we care more about these losses locally around the surfaces. Also, the SDF-loss cannot be enforced everywhere on the discrete grid due to singularities (e.g., the medial axis of the shape forms a sharp crease) in the continuous SDF. The narrow-band considers the SDF-loss only close to the surface, avoiding SDF discretization issues elsewhere in the volume. We use a distance-based binary mask $\mathcal{M}$ to zero them out further away from the zero level-set. The mask is defined as

$$\mathcal{M} = ||SDF|| \leq \mu \times \text{voxelSize}, \quad (3)$$
where $\mu$ is a hyperparameter to define the width of the narrow band. We currently set it to be 1.6, which is determined experimentally. The final loss function is a weighted sum of the three losses with weights $\lambda_1 = \lambda_2 = 0.02$,

$$L = L_{\text{img}} + \mathcal{M} \otimes (\lambda_1 L_{\text{reg}} + \lambda_2 L_{\text{geo}}).$$  

(4)

**Training Process.** We first train the Encoder-Decoder part of the network alone based on the three loss terms. Then we fix the encoder and decoder and train the refiner network on the same three loss terms to get refined SDF shapes. In the end, we train all the three parts, *i.e.*, encoder, decoder, and refiner together to further improve the results. We do not use the multi-resolution approach.

**Qualitative Evaluation.** Figure 8 shows that our method can reconstruct detailed objects and accurately recover complicated topologies. In contrast, SoftRasterizer [28] relies on a template mesh with spherical topology and it cannot capture the complex topology of the chairs.

**Quantitative Evaluation.** We compare our method with the state-of-the-art [21, 28] in terms of 3D IoU scores in Table 2. Our method can reconstruct shapes with finer details in the 13 categories. In addition, the IoU numbers show that our results achieve higher accuracy, where our scores surpass other approaches in most of the categories. A comparison to Chen et al. [5] is omitted because they use different data preprocessing than the other methods [21, 28].

### 7. Discussion and Limitations

As a main advantage, SDFs can represent arbitrary topologies, in contrast to triangle meshes that are restricted to the topology of a template. In contrast to point clouds, SDFs inherently represent continuous watertight surfaces. We demonstrated applications of our approach in multi-view shape reconstruction, and single view 3D reconstruction using deep learning. Our experimental results showed that we can more robustly perform multi-view reconstruction than a state-of-the-art point-based differentiable renderer. In addition, we achieve state-of-the-art results on single view 3D reconstruction with deep learning models.

In our multi-view 3D reconstruction approach, our current shading model is not sufficient to perform inverse rendering from real images taken with a camera. For example, we currently do not include effects such as shadows, interreflections, texture, non-diffuse surfaces, or complex illumination. In contrast to rasterization-based differentiable renderers, our ray tracing-based renderer could be extended to include all such effects. A disadvantage of our deep learning approach is that we output a discrete SDF on a 3D grid. Instead, we could learn a continuous signed distance function represented by a deep network like in DeepSDF [41]. This would be more memory efficient, but it might be computationally too expensive for unsupervised 3D reconstruction with differentiable rendering, since it would require to evaluate the network for each ray marching step.

### 8. Conclusion

We proposed a novel approach to differentiable rendering using signed distance functions to represent watertight 3D geometry. Our rendering algorithm is based on sphere tracing, but we observe that only the local shading computation needs to be differentiable in our framework, which makes the approach computationally more efficient and allows for straightforward integration into deep learning frameworks. We demonstrate applications in multi-view 3D reconstruction and unsupervised single-view 3D reconstruction using deep neural networks. Our experimental results illustrate the advantages over geometry representations such as point clouds and meshes. In particular, we report the state-of-the-art results in shape reconstruction.
<table>
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<tr>
<th>Method</th>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td><img src="image11" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="images11" alt="Images" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="images12" alt="Images" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GT</td>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="images13" alt="Images" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="images14" alt="Images" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Image" /></td>
<td><img src="images15" alt="Images" /></td>
<td><img src="image16" alt="Image" /></td>
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</table>

Figure 8. Single-view reconstruction results for airplanes, chairs, and benches.
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